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rigorous synonyms 239 similar and opposite words merriam May 18 2024
synonyms for rigorous strict tough harsh authoritarian rigid stern hard severe antonyms of rigorous gentle easy lax lenient indulgent tolerant mild kind

rigorous definition meaning merriam webster Apr 17 2024
the meaning of rigorous is manifesting exercising or favoring rigor very strict how to use rigorous in a sentence synonym discussion of rigorous

rigorous definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Mar 16 2024
if you are rigorous when you do something you do it extremely carefully and precisely a rigorous inspection of your tax records has revealed the government owes you
money congratulations the latin root for rigorous is rigor meaning stiffness

rigorous definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 15 2024
careful to look at or consider every part of something to make certain it is correct or safe rigorous testing checking methods thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples
paying close attention to detail careful after careful consideration we are unable to accept your proposal

rigorous english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 14 2024
careful to look at or consider every part of something to make certain it is correct or safe rigorous testing checking methods thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples
paying close attention to detail careful after careful consideration we are unable to accept your proposal

54 synonyms antonyms for rigorous thesaurus com Dec 13 2023
find 54 different ways to say rigorous along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

rigorous definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 12 2023
adjective 1 characterized by rigor rigidly severe or harsh as people rules or discipline rigorous laws 2 severely exact or accurate precise rigorous research 3 of weather or
climate uncomfortably severe or harsh extremely inclement

rigorous adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 11 2023
adjective ˈrɪɡərəs done carefully and with a lot of attention to detail synonym thorough a rigorous analysis few people have gone into the topic in such rigorous detail the
second team adopted a much more rigorous approach to the problem want to learn more

examples of rigorous in a sentence merriam webster Sep 10 2023
adjective definition of rigorous synonyms for rigorous we subjected the data to a rigorous analysis this should prompt you to hold off on any rigorous workouts until the
cause of the pain is determined maggie o neill health 12 jan 2024 but aja s access to rigorous academics came at a price time 13 oct 2023



rigorous definition meaning dictionary com Aug 09 2023
rigorous definition characterized by rigor rigidly severe or harsh as people rules or discipline see examples of rigorous used in a sentence

rigorous 35 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jul 08 2023
rigorous thesaurus paying close attention to detail rigorous these are words and phrases related to rigorous click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to
the definition of rigorous

rigorous definition of rigorous by the free dictionary Jun 07 2023
adj 1 characterized by or proceeding from rigour harsh strict or severe rigorous discipline 2 severely accurate scrupulous rigorous book keeping 3 esp of weather extreme or
harsh 4 mathematics maths logic of a proof making the validity of the successive steps completely explicit 5

rigorous definition meaning yourdictionary May 06 2023
characterized by or adhering to strict standards or methods exacting and thorough a rigorous study of the medication a rigorous researcher american heritage very strict or
harsh a rigorous rule master etc webster s new world similar definitions very severe or sharp a rigorous climate webster s new world very unpleasant or inclement

rigorous definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 05 2023
1 very strict and demanding rigorous enforcement of the rules rigorous training a rigorous course of study 2 done carefully and with a lot of attention to detail we subjected
the data to a rigorous analysis a rigorous investigation

rigorous all you need to know about it collins english Mar 04 2023
1 a test system or procedure that is rigorous is very thorough and strict 2 if someone is rigorous in the way that they do something they are very careful and thorough more
synonyms of rigorous strict hard firm demanding thorough meticulous painstaking scrupulous more

rigorous wiktionary the free dictionary Feb 03 2023
rigorous comparative more rigorous superlative most rigorous showing causing or favoring rigour rigor scrupulously accurate or strict thorough a rigorous officer of justice a
rigorous execution of law a rigorous inspection

what s the difference between rigor and rigorousness Jan 02 2023
the relationship between rigor and rigorousness is that rigor is similar in meaning to severity or strictness but rigorousness is primarily the abstract property of having to do
with or being inclined to rigor as for which is best in your sentence it simply comes down to which one you mean



rigorous vs strict when to use each one in writing Dec 01 2022
rigorous means something that is thorough exhaustive and demanding strict on the other hand means something that is severe exact and inflexible another mistake people
make is using rigorous when they mean strict

how to use rigorously in a sentence usage and examples Oct 31 2022
in a sentence rigorously is used to emphasize the strictness thoroughness or intensity of an action or process it denotes a meticulous and disciplined approach to achieving a
particular outcome by using rigorously appropriately you can convey a sense of dedication precision and adherence to high standards

examples of rigorous in a sentence yourdictionary com Sep 29 2022
learn how to use rigorous in a sentence with 272 example sentences on yourdictionary
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